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ABSTRACT
Although ironially it does not oer any real-time guaran-
tee, Internet is a popular solution to support multimedia
time-onstrained appliations (e.g. VoIP, Video Conferen-
ing, ...). Following this trend, this paper fouses on the
performane of these appliations by studying the benet
of using a novel reliability onept whih aims at signi-
antly improving the performane of these time onstrained
appliations over lossy best-eort networks. This reliability
mehanism emerged from several reent works from both
network and oding theories. Its priniple is to integrate
feedbaks in an on-the y oding sheme in order to optimize
the trade-o "paket deoding delay" vs "throughput". We
present the rst evaluations of this mehanism for VoIP and
video-onferening appliations for various erasure hannels.
Compared to lassi blok-based erasure odes, the results
show signiant gains in terms of quality observed by the
user for both appliations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The suess of multimedia appliations is well established
over the Internet. However, the network does not bring any
delay guarantees and an IP onnetion path an be om-
posed of several link tehnologies that might inlude long-
delay links. However, among these appliations, some of
them have strong real-time onstraints. This is typially the
ase for video-onferening and VoIP. For example, VoIP ap-
pliations are haraterized by a maximum "mouth-to-ear"
threshold where a delay lower than 200 ms [2℄ is mandatory
to get a good ommuniation quality. As a matter of fat,
the delay onstraints are omplex to satisfy.
This problem beomes extremely hard in the ase of paket
losses due to ongestion or transmissions impairment. To
date, two kinds of reliability mehanisms are ommonly used
to reover paket losses : Forward Error Corretion (FEC)
and Automati Repeat reQuests (ARQ). Both are used when
there is no strong delay onstraints as they signiantly in-
rease the transmission delay. Indeed, retransmissions used
by ARQ imply at least one additional Round Trip Time
(RTT) whih is unaeptable in most ases; while FEC in-
reases the delay beause of the data enoding whih is done
on a per-blok basis. This means that the FEC deoder has
to reeive enough pakets from a blok to reover the lost
data.
The enoding blok size an be redued, however for a xed
oding rate, the lower the blok size, the lower the deoding
performane. It means that at equal orretion apability,
a derease of the blok size (and onsequently, of the paket
deoding delay) must be followed by a derease of the oding
rate (and onsequently, of the appliation throughput).
Some proposals to improve the relationships between paket
deoding delay, blok length and throughput are given in [8℄
and [6℄. The ombination of FEC and feedbaks, alled
Hybrid-ARQ, an also improve the trade-o between reli-
ability and throughput [9℄, however, it does not solve the
problem of the paket deoding delay, espeially when trans-
mission delays are onsidered.
Reently, several works on erasure and network oding pro-
posed to inlude the feedbaks in the oding proess in or-
der to redue the paket deoding delay. Sundararajan et
al. [10℄ have proposed an on-the-y network oding sheme
inluding feedbaks. This sheme allows to redue the aver-
age deoding delay in the ase of several reeivers. In their
evaluation, they hoose to neglet transmission delays and
the delays onsidered result from the losses observed by dif-
ferent reeivers. One of the main ontribution of this work
is the onept of "seen paket", whih allows the reeivers
to aknowledge the degrees of freedom of the linear system
orresponding to the reeived pakets. The main advantage
of this sheme is the optimization of the buers oupany.
Independently, Laan and Lohin [3℄ have proposed another
on-the-y oding system using feedbaks in the ase of point-
to-point ommuniations with high transmission delays. Ba-
sially, the priniple is to add repair pakets generated as a
linear ombination of all the soure data pakets sent but
not yet aknowledged. This sheme was proposed in order
to enable full-reliability in delay tolerant networks and more
preisely in deep spae networks where an aknowledgment
path might not exist or where delay might prevent the use
of ARQ shemes. The analysis of this mehanism provided
in [7℄ shows promising results.
The rst ontribution of our paper is the identiation of
these dierent onepts as a solution to improve real-time
multimedia appliations (Setion 2). We hoose to use the
mehanism proposed in [3℄ and integrate the onept of
"seen pakets" [10℄ whih allows to redue slightly the meh-
anism's omplexity. The seond ontribution is the analysis
of the performanes obtained by this mehanism with two
ommonly-used real-time appliations over various erasure
hannel harateristis.
We test the performane of our proposal with a VoIP tra
(Setion 3) and evaluate the results with the Mean Opinion
Sore value of the E-Model [2℄. We show that the quality
obtained is signiantly higher ompared to lassi erasure
oding shemes. Then, we evaluate this mehanism with the
more stringent delay requirements of video-onferening ap-
pliations (Setion 4) and show that the quality of the video
obtained in terms of PSNR outperforms those observed with
lassi mehanisms.
2. A RELIABILITY SCHEME FOR REAL-
TIME APPLICATIONS
The main priniple of this erasure oding sheme is to gen-
erate repair pakets from a variable-size enoding window
ontaining the soure pakets Pi, i > 0, provided by the
soure appliation and not yet aknowledged by the reeiver.
We denote R(i..j) =
Pj
u=i α
(i,j)
u .Pu a repair paket built as
a linear ombination of soure pakets ranging from i to j.
The oeients α
(i,j)
u are randomly hosen in the nite eld
Fq and are transmitted in the header of the repair paket.
A repair paket is generated eah k soure pakets, where
k, whih determines the oding rate (equal to 1/(k + 1)) is
determined aording to the paket loss rate. The soure
pakets are sent unmodied (systemati ode).
At the reeiver side, the deoder "subtrats" eah reeived
soure paket to all reeived repair pakets in whih it is
involved. It follows that the set of resulting repair pakets
is a set of linear ombinations of the lost soure pakets.
The deoding onsists simply in solving this linear system.
This an be done as soon as the number of reeived repair
pakets (the equations) is at least equal to the number of
lost soure pakets (the unknowns).
The enoding window is emptied by the feedbaks of the
deoder whih aknowledge the reeption or the deoding of
the soure pakets. The feedbak ontains a paket sequene
number below whih all the previous pakets are known.
The pakets with a sequene number higher to this number
are inluded in a seletive aknowledgment vetor. This a-
knowledgment sheme allows to redue the number of soure
pakets involved in the enoding/deoding at a given time
while it maintains the full-reliability property.
In order to illustrate the properties and the overall behav-
ior of this mehanism, we give an example of a simple data
exhange in Fig. 1. In this example, during the data ex-
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Figure 1: A simple data exhange
hange, paket P2 is lost. However, the repair paket R(1,2),
suessfully arrived, allows to rebuild P2. We assume that
the reeiver sends an aknowledgment paket to inform the
sender that it an ompute the next repair pakets from
paket P3 (i.e. this paket aknowledges pakets P1 and
P2). Then, this aknowledgment is lost. However this loss
does not ompromise the following transmissions and the
sender simply ontinues to ompute repair pakets from P1.
After this, we see that P3, P4 and R(1..4) pakets are lost.
None of these pakets need to be retransmitted as they are
rebuilt thanks to the pakets reeived from P5 to R(1..8). In-
deed, the reeiver an rebuild P3, P4 by rstly subtrating
all the reeived soure pakets from the repair pakets in
order to obtain (R′(1..6), R
′
(1..8)) whih are linear ombina-
tions of P3 and P4. By solving this linear system, P3 and
P4 an be reovered.
In this reliability sheme the purpose of the aknowledg-
ments is to redue the number of soure pakets handled by
a repair paket as illustrated in Fig. 1, where, after reeiving
the aknowledgment, the repair paket R(9,10) starts from 9
and not from 1. The seen paket onept introdued in [10℄
allows to remove pakets from the enoding window even if
they are not yet deoded. As an example after the reep-
tion of R(1..6) the reeiver was allowed to aknowledge P3
as a seen paket, reduing slightly the size of the enoding
window at the sender side. The reeiver was also able to
aknowledge P5 and P6 with a SACK blok reduing more
signiantly the size of the window. Finally, we an notie
that the loss of aknowledgments does not ompromise relia-
bility (in Fig. 1, if no feedbak is reeived, the sender simply
sends R(1..10)), even if it inreases the oding window and
onsequently it impats omplexity.
To summarize this short introdution, this sheme permits a
full-reliability even if some soure data pakets, repair pak-
ets or aknowledgments are lost. More interestingly for the
ontext of real-time appliations, the deoding does not de-
pend on the feedbaks and thus the loss reovery delay is
totally independent from the RTT.
3. VOIP WITH TETRYS
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(b) Gilbert Elliott with average burst size=3
Figure 2: MOS for the G711 ode as a funtion of
the PLR. The enoding ratio is xed to 3/4 and the
FEC performanes are shown with dierent blok
size.
This setion presents an evaluation of the performane of
Tetrys for the VoIP appliation. Sine the delays due to re-
transmissions are in most ases unaeptable, we do not on-
sider ARQ and we ompare Tetrys with blok-based FEC.
We show a subset of the simulation settings that we tested
with notably various Paket Loss Rate (PLR) generated
with Bernoulli (i.i.d. losses) 2(a) and Gilbert-Elliott (bursty
losses) 2(b) hannels. Our results are issued from a stand-
alone simulator whih models the link layer losses events
and the protool's behavior. Sine the blok size impats
on the FEC performanes for a given oding rate, we also
show the result of FEC for a oding rate of 3/4 and for
blok of sizes 4, 8, 12 and 16. To obtain the same oding
rate, Tetrys generates a repair paket every 3 soure pak-
ets. The repair pakets (both FEC and Tetrys) are sent as
soon as possible (depending on the link layer apabilities)
after their omputation. The transmission delay is xed to
100ms and a soure paket is generated every 10ms. At
the reeiver side, we measure the observed paket loss rate
and the delay (inluding the transmission and the deoding
delays). These two values are used to estimate the Mean
Opinion Sore (MOS) obtained thanks to the E-model [2℄ as
a quality metris.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the MOS fator evolution as
a funtion of the PLR for the G711 ode. The two sub-
gures dier from the type of underlying hannel; Fig 2(a)
and 2(b) show the MOS for respetively a Bernoulli hannel
and a Gilbert Elliott hannel with an average burst size of 3.
On the Bernoulli hannel, we an see that for a 20% paket
loss rate, Tetrys obtains a stable and signiantly better
MOS value ompared to FEC mehanisms. Tetrys rebuilds
the lost paket under aeptable delay while the pakets not
rebuilt by FEC impat its MOS fator. This omparison of
the mehanisms remains true for the bursty hannel. One
an also notie that user's experiene remains "good" (MOS
≥ 4.0) for FEC up to PLR equal to 12.5% and 5% for re-
spetively Bernoulli and Gilbert-Elliott hannels, whereas
Tetrys obtains "good" quality for PLR up to respetively
17.5% and 14%. A given set of parameters is then usable
under a larger breathing spae than FEC. It also permits to
inrease the oding rate, allowing then to redue the load of
the network due to the repair pakets.
We an see that when the MOS for Tetrys beomes smaller
than the MOS of FEC, the quality of FEC is between 3.4
and 2.8 whih is onsidered as "poor" by the users. This
means that when the performane of Tetrys dereases, the
one of FEC is already not aeptable.
4. VIDEO-CONFERENCING WITH TETRYS
We hoose to present the performane of Tetrys in a time-
onstrained and dynami ontext. Indeed, amongst real-
time appliations, video-onferening requires signiantly
less than one seond end-to-end delay and is known to per-
form ideally when the delay does not exeed 100 ms (see
[11℄). Video appliation is also haraterized by its nat-
ural variable bit rate (VBR), even if reent video oders
(as H.264) an generate onstant bit rate (CBR) on aver-
age. With regards to Tetrys, these two last harateristis
of the video onferene appliations impose, aording to
the instantaneous video bit-rate, a variable upper limit on
the usable (not obsolete) number of pakets at the reeiver
side. Consequently, at the sender side, it indiretly denes
a variable upper limit on the oding window size, (beyond
that upper limit, the oded pakets would be late anyway at
the reeiver and will not be onsidered). While FEC-based
sheme annot benet muh from this property sine it op-
erates on x-blok length whatever the upper limit on the
usable pakets on the reeiver side, Tetrys automatially
expands its oding window when data losses our, hene
improving the probability of reovering from losses. Sine,
the higher the soure bit rate, the bigger the usable od-
ing window (for a x end-to-end delay), Tetrys hene pro-
vides a stronger protetion to pakets that belong to high
bit rate data. For video oded data, sine I-frames have the
higher bit-rate, they will benet most from the adaptabil-
ity of Tetrys. Furthermore, it is also known that I-frames,
when lost, an have a worse impat on the end user quality
ompared to P-frames or B-frames. It follows that, in addi-
tion to its exellent performane on onstant-bit rate ows,
Tetrys intrinsially provides a kind of unequal error pro-
tetion like other (less exible) erasure shemes speially
designed [1℄. Consequently, we expet signiant improve-
ment of the video quality in onversational video appliation
when using Tetrys ompared to lassi FEC shemes.
Contrary to error resilient oding sheme like [4℄, Tetrys
aims to be used at the transport layer level and it is not spe-
i to any ode or appliation. That is the reason why, as
for VoIP, we ompare Tetrys with variable FEC shemes un-
der variable loss rate in Bernoulli and Gilbert-Elliott han-
nels. As a video ode, we use the last ITU-T's video ode
Reommendation H.264 and the JM 15.1 H.264/AVC soft-
ware. We ran our simulation on Foreman sequene, in CIF
size, with a frame skip of one piture resulting in a frame
rate of 15 fps. One I-frame is inserted every 14 P-frames and
no B-frames were inserted beause of the extra delay they
generate. The average bit-rate is about 384 kbps at the out-
Channel Type PLR Tetrys
FEC
3 4 6 8 9 12 12 16
Bernouilli
5% 35.67 33.47 34.6 32.32 30.91
10% 34.38 26.75 31.39 29.19 27.46
15% 31.77 20.26 24.69 25.58 23.34
20% 26.02 15.32 18.70 20.05 20.23
Gilbert Eliot 5% 32.66 27.48 30.17 30.85 31.30
with average 10% 28.75 20.88 24.05 24.89 25.86
burst 15% 24.11 16.70 19.48 20.85 21.39
size = 3 20% 18.81 15.03 16.42 17.87 18.12
Table 1: PSNR of FEC and Tetrys
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Figure 3: Paket rate and instantaneous PSNR of a
live video with PLR of 15% on the Bernoulli hannel
put of the video oder and the oded stream is paked into
pakets of 500 bytes length. The maximal tolerable end-to-
end delay is set to 200 ms, hene all pakets reeived after
this due time are dropped. A total of 150 oded frames
orresponding to 10 s of video is used. In order to obtain
representative results, eah test is repeated 20 times (orre-
sponding to 3000 frames and 200 s of video). This setup is
derived from the ommon testing onditions mentioned in
[11℄. For evaluating the video we use the Evalvid framework
desribed in [5℄ where the video quality is measured with
the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) metri where high
sores means better quality.
As illustrated through experiments given in Table 1, Tetrys
learly outperforms all the tested FEC shemes in all se-
narii. For the average performanes on the Bernoulli han-
nel, Tetrys ahieves a gain of 6.19 dB at a loss rate of 15 %
over the best FEC sheme (FEC 9 12) for this senario. Fur-
thermore, the drop in PSNR for Tetrys does not exeed 4 dB
when the paket loss rate inreases from 5% to 15% ; hene
ensuring the average PSNR is always above 30 dB. When
full reliability is impossible beause of high time-onstraints,
Tetrys allows graeful degradation of the video quality. On
the Gilbert-Elliott Channel, the results keep the same ten-
deny even if the gains are less important when the burst
length inreases (2.72 dB for average burst length of 3 and
FEC 12 16). These signiant gains are ahieved thanks to
the exibility of Tetrys. This partiularity of Tetrys is better
illustrated in Figure 3 whose bottom graph gives a snapshot
of 10 seonds of the evolution of the instantaneous PSNR
and the top graph represents the instantaneous paket rate
of the video data where peak points represent the ourrene
of I-frames. We an learly see on this gures that Tetrys re-
trieves 9 I-frames out of 10, whereas FEC shemes sueeded
5 times. Statistis proessed on the whole sequene showed
that Tetrys retrieves on average 84% I-frames whereas FEC
shemes sueeded only 60% of the time over a Bernoulli
hannel and respetively 73% and 40% over a Gilbert El-
liott hannel.
And last but not least, for video data, it happened that the
high bit rate data has the most important eet on the end
user video quality. Consequently, it turns out that Tetrys is
providing eient transparent unequal protetion to video
data. It is worth noting that Tetrys does not require any
extra information exhanges (about data types and sizes and
so forth) from the appliation while most of the existing
unequal protetion shemes do.
5. CONCLUSION
These results are enouraging and give a proof of the via-
bility of the on-the-y oding for real-time appliation. We
gave two examples of real-time appliation to whih full-
reliability is not mandatory. Future work will inlude the
extension of these rst performane evaluations on various
kinds of appliations. The analysis of the behavior of the
mehanism, notably the hoie of the redundany ratio a-
ording to the ontext and appliation requirements will
be deeply studied. The simulations showed that the od-
ing/deoding omplexities are low ompared to blok odes,
but this must be onrmed by theoretial analysis.
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